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PARALLEL

1-12-14 
HH)  Come now, seek My heart;  truly seek;  parallel My heart;  closer, closer;  do as I do;  react 
as I react;  purple;  

1-22-14 
HH)  Pace increasing;  keep in time;  keep up;  Our bar is high;  reachable;  veer not from My 
Plan;  recognize temptation;  veer not;  stumble not;  eyes on Me, feet on My new path;  
unparalleled;  look to Me;  ditches deep;  My road is high;  veer not;  so many to save;  look, 
listen to Me;  only to Me;  This path is for My Beloved;  travel it with Me;

2-16-14 
L)  break not My parallels;  lead as I direct

2-25-14  
HH)  Parallel closer to Me;  hunger for Me;  adjust to My schedule;  yes, to Mine;  (purple)  
acquaintance coming;  prepare;  reap;

3-12-14 
HH)  know My parallels;  you must parallel Me;  forget not;

3-23-14 
HP)  study My parallels;  I will not be ignored;  parallel selves with Me;  close, close, close 
parallel;  shirk not;  come

4-03-14 
L)  Chose wisely;  continue;  Perpetual;  My issues;  bring about My Joy;  to others;  locate;  
antithesis;  parallel;  extend;  to them
Antithesis: N. A person or thing that is the direct opposite of someone or something else.  A contrast or opposition 
between two things.  A figure of speech in which an opposition or contrast of ideas is expressed by parallelism of 
words that are the opposites of, or strongly contrasted with, each other, such as “hatred stirs up strife, but love covers 
all sins.

4-05-14 
HH)   rapture in Me;  resist Me not;  come My obedient;  come;  be in parallel with Me in all 
matters;  all matters;  thank you for your trust;

4-22-14
HH)  see all parallels;  nix Satan’s parallels;  enter not;  ponder seeking depths of My truths

5-15-2014 
HP)  Unparalleled;   I have been unparalleled until now;   My Chosen;   My Chosen body is so 
close;   some parts are closer than others;   bring all into alignment;   lift up one by one;   
assignment;   Roy on board 

5-24-14 
HH)   come, partake of My vision;   grasp what I am offering;   vision paralleled with Mine;   your 
natural paralleled with spiritual;   understand the magnitude;   all is possible;   (saw Red)   
dynamics immeasurable because of rate of unstopping increase;   see that;   grasp significance;   
I deem it possible;   
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7-24-14 
L)      Healing in this house, this room;   let it be so;   follow My lead;   urgency;   get it ready;   
parallel, parallel, parallel;   rejuvenation time;   limit not;   Praise Me

8-15-14 
L)   I AM here;   Bless Me;   parallel Me;   in what I’m about to do;   powerful movement;   ready 
selves
HP)   much ado in the heavenlies;   My hosts at work;   hinder not;   speak powerfully, speak 
carefully, speak purposefully;  

9-19-14 
HH)   accomplish what I call you to do;   all you do, do as Holy unto Me;   unparalleled;   never 
before;   judge not;   allow Me;   take in My words;   let them work 

11-15-14 
L)    parallels;   watch for them;   understand, comprehend 

12-03-14
HH)   My Child, be about Our blessings;   truth is a blessing;   miracles in truth;   
freedom in truth;   think of giving blessings when giving truths;   My plain simple truth;   
watch the parallels;   disallow the mimics;   shroud yourselves with My truths;

12-27-14
HH)   combust;   Our fusion will combust;   white;   pure;   white;   My Joy, My Joy upon 
you;      perfect parallels;   consider;   My Grace;  white;   white;   My Will for you;   
accept;   hesitate not;   

12-28-14
L)   Cover;   with My Blood;     situation, positive;   parallel My acts;   DRT;   gestation;   
soon up;   

3-09-15
HH)   stay focused;   must parallel with Me;    stay parallel;   stay attuned;   think with 
Me;   (DRT)   parallel, parallel;  perfectly paralleled with Me;   (DDRT)   determined;   I 
have much to tell;   We have much to do;   many more assignments to come;   await;   
be not anxious;  

4-29-15
HP)   cut to the core, the root, the very essence of what I am;   do likewise with the 
enemy;   find, recognize his fake parallels to Me;   disallow them each place;    root out 
the enemy;   get them out;   My Chosen, My Bride, My Child must be free;   

5-20-15
HH)   prize;  receive the prize;   parallel;   My plans are made;   set;   allow;

5-21-15
HH)  put your hands forth;    clean, now heal;   double parallel;   reap, reap, reap;   now 
hang on;   we're about to burst forth;   soon, soon, soon, soon, soon;   (the last 3 came 
rapidly);   now take it in as you go;

6-05-15
HH)  position;   your position;   paralleled in My parameters;   not man's, Mine;   patient;   
dual time;   chide not My Bride, Chide not;   be not tempted;  



7-07-15
HP)   paralleled, physical rain and My latter rain;   it has begun;   stop it not;  interfere 
not;   My plans must be enacted;   grasp the facets of seeing beyond;   Our work in the 
beyond;   grasp, grasp it all, My Bride;   determined, diligent;   seeking, understanding

12-24-15
L)   Parallel;   seek My parallels;   come closer and closer;   closer to Me in your 
thoughts, actions, reactions;

5-28-16
L)   My waters;   cleanse in My waters;    they must understand the purity of My waters;   
legal aspects of My purity in My waters;   teach
HP)    Honor Me;   teach My babes to honor Me;   parallel principle;   teach them to 
parallel Me in all matters;   to draw closer and closer as they parallel Me;   pay attention 
to their hearts;   must


